
District 9 - 2022- Tournament Document

Technology Issues:
1) ALL students and judges MUST have a Tabroom account. 
2) Everyone MUST be able to access a Canvas room.  Once you log into your

tabroom account, you can try a NSDA Campus room on the right hand side of
the account home page.  They can also just go to
 https://campus.speechanddebate.org/  and try a campus test room.  Especially if
people are using school issued computers or are using school Wi-Fi please be
sure to do a tech check before Saturday.  If you need to unblock something by
your school tech department, Jit.si is what is being used by Campus.

3) You also should be sure you can access Zoom since opening and closing
assemblies will be done in Zoom as well as the judges’ lounge, Duo competition
room, and extemp prep.

     
Judging Obligations:

As usual, we do need all judges to be available all day.  Since this is a small
tournament, this is extremely necessary.

   
Team Events:

Competitors, following school protocols, may compete in the same room and on
the same device, or in separate rooms on two devices.   Judges are asked not to take
that into consideration in their rankings.  Everyone is in a different place in their local
COVID protocols, and we want to be sure everyone is judged equally.
 
Non-Competition Rooms:

Although we are using Campus for competition rooms, we will have an opening
assembly and judges lounge in Google Meet.

Join Google Meeting
District 9 Forensics
Saturday, February 19 · 8:00am – 5:00pm
Google Meet joining info
Video call link: https://meet.google.com/nmu-oxzz-xvb
Or dial: (US) +1 518-350-4937 PIN: 458 876 918#
More phone numbers: https://tel.meet/nmu-oxzz-xvb?pin=4701099648351

Schedule:

Registration: 6-8:30 AM via Tabroom.  We would like schools to check in by 8:00 AM. 
Tabroom is set up so you can register between 6 and 8:30 AM through your account. 
What should happen is when you log into your Tabroom account click Entries next to the
tournament, and you will see a tab that says Confirm Onsite.  You will then check in

https://campus.speechanddebate.org/
https://meet.google.com/nmu-oxzz-xvb


there noting any missing competitors or judges.  If you have difficulties, please feel free
to pop into the Google Meet room around 8:15, and we will register you then. 

Opening assembly 8:30 We would like ALL judges and competitors to attend so we can
be sure everyone is able to get where they need to go.  

Speech/Debate/Congress
Rd. 1 9AM   
Rd. 2 10:15 AM 
Rd. 3 11:30 AM   
Awards in Google Meet at 1PM at the earliest.

Basic Virtual Procedures:

Before Rounds
●  PLEASE CLICK START TO ACKNOWLEDGE YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE BALLOT. Tab will check all

rooms, so do not wait until starting to click start. 

From the LaSalle College HS Invitational and the Princeton Classic Invitational

In all non-Extemp events, each student should put their code - last name - piece title - author
into the chat. Each student should also be allowed to do a quick camera and mic check. Once all
competitors and judges have been accounted for please begin. If a judge is missing, ONE of the
competitors should email or text tab with that information.

At the scheduled start of the round, please begin even if you are missing students. Tab will
locate students that are missing if you email us the right information.

During the round, the judge should pin the competitor that is speaking to their screen.It is also
recommended to use the full screen mode which can be found by clicking on the three dots in
the lower right hand corner of your screen. To preserve bandwidth, the only two people that
should have their mic and camera on at a given point are the judge and the competitor
performing. The reason for the judge’s mic to be on is for the competitor to hear laughter or
other reactions that might aid the feeling of being in the room together. The judge should not
speak except between performances. If the judge has background noise that is distracting, the
judge should turn their mic off.

Prior to each performance, the judge should affirmatively communicate with each performer
about how they would like to see the passage of time. Many students in this online format are
timing themselves. This is PERFECTLY ACCEPTABLE. The judge should coordinate starting time
with the student. The performer may ask for time signals. The judge should provide any
reasonable set of time signals requested (often five down in extemp and two down in the other
events). If a student decides they don’t want time signals, that is fine too, but the judge should
still keep time.



After each performance, the judge should give the student their time, affirmatively state they
heard the entire performance (if this is true) and then move to the next speaker.

WHAT IF THERE ARE TECH ISSUES? OR MEMORY ISSUES? OR NOISE IN THE BACKGROUND? OR
PUPPIES RUNNING AROUND?

We want to ensure that students feel supported and respected throughout the tournament,
and that we choose the best entries to represent us at the PHSSL State Championships.  Please
exercise patience and understanding if students drop out, freeze, lag, have dogs barking in the
background, or need to be excused from the round.  Regardless of reason, we want to ensure
our competitors feel valued in their experience at this tournament.

If a student’s technology drops out, they will be afforded an opportunity to rejoin the room and
continue WHERE THEY DROPPED OUT. If students cannot rejoin by the end of the round (sixty
minutes from start time) they should be ranked last. If you are waiting on a student to return,
and time has elapsed, please dismiss the other students and keep your window open until the
sixty minute mark has been reached.

If you have questions about rules and potential infractions. DO NOT DISCUSS WITH THE
COMPETITORS. Contact Tab.

If the judge loses connectivity during the student’s performance for any significant amount of
time and cannot affirmatively say they saw the whole performance, the judge can ask the
student to stay to the end of the round to repeat the performance in whole or in part. This is
the judge’s discretion. If it is obvious the judge left the room, the student may be asked to just
pick up from the last place the judge heard.

CRITICAL NOTE THAT ALL JUDGES SHOULD REMIND THEMSELVES OF BEFORE RANKING:

We are all influenced by implicit bias, or the stereotypes that unconsciously affect our decisions.
When judging, our implicit biases negatively impact traditionally marginalized and
disenfranchised students.  Before writing comments or making a decision, please take a
moment to reflect on any biases that may impact your decision making.

Please remember that the video quality of a student’s performance may be impacted by
lighting, internet, access to equipment, or other family members’ presence in the home.  To
ensure a more equitable experience for our participants, please be sure your decision-making
process and comments are related only to the content and quality of the presentation itself.

Ballot Writing - As this is hopefully not the first live speech tournament you’ve attended, we
hope our judges will acclimate easily (and quickly) to the various roles they play in round.  NSDA
Campus provides space for you to keep time, communicate with students via voice or chat, as
well as alert the tabroom of problems.  But, above all, the most important role of the judge is to



write thoughtful and thorough ballots. While you will watch the round in NSDA Campus, you
will complete your ballots in Tabroom.com. We greatly encourage you to test your system to
keep two windows or screens open or even use two different computers. Additionally, it is
often best to open a word doc/google doc to write your comments in as the speakers speak
and then copy and paste your ballots into the appropriate fields later. Please do not wait until
the speaker has finished to begin typing your ballot.  This can greatly delay the tournament.
In the midst of this new, innovative, yet bewildering virtual environment, we want to ensure our
students receive the necessary feedback and encouragement to continue improving their
performance with a positive mindset and appreciation of the experience.

AFTER THE ROUND, ENTER YOUR RANKS and CONFIRM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. You may
continue to edit your feedback after you have submitted your ranks; however, you may not
change your ranks after you press SUBMIT and CONFIRM. If you’ve never used tabroom.com
before, please keep in mind that the computer will reorder the speakers from SPEAKING
ORDER to YOUR RANK ORDER. This is a second layer of double-checking to assure you are
entering the correct rank for each student.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPEECH EVENT RULES

We will be following all PHSSL rules. Please refer to the following website for links to specific
events: https://www.phssl.org/docs/

Tech Stuff – Best Practice, Troubleshooting, etc.

The tournament will use NSDA Campus/tabroom.com for all rounds. The system runs in Google
Chrome, and that’s it. All competitors and judges will need Chrome. Everyone should test their
set up at https://campus.speechanddebate.org/ - enter a practice/test room, be sure that the
application can see your camera and microphone. There is no excuse for tech issues if you do
not test your equipment prior to the tournament.

Our best advice to solve connection issues is to start each tournament day with a browser
restart (not closing a tab, closing the full browser) and clearing cookies. This is also a key
troubleshooting step that has solved most issues for most people. If you have a finicky
computer, try restarting the entire system before rounds.

Lifted from the Princeton Speech Live Doc:

https://www.phssl.org/docs/


If you have never judged an online tournament before using Tabroom.com and NSDA Campus,
please watch this tutorial by Bro. John McGrory of Chaminade High School. You will be able to
access the NSDA Campus room in your judge assignment that comes from tabroom.com. Only
one login to tabroom.com is required for you to access and judge your rounds. If you want a
tabroom tutorial, please feel free to watch this video by Jeff Kahn of Strath Haven HS.

Prior to the tournament, all students and judges should check their technology to make sure it
works on NSDA campus. To run NSDA campus, you MUST be using the Google Chrome browser
so make sure that browser is installed on the device you intend on using.

To test your tech, visit a ‘test room’ at https://campus.speechanddebate.org/. This will allow
you to experience the NSDA Campus room, check your camera frame, make sure that your
camera and microphone works, and test out the various functions.

Where’s my ballot? Where’s the room?

Here! On the main screen of your tabroom account (click your email address in the upper right
to refresh the page) you’ll see this view when you have a round.

The camera icon takes you to the room (in a separate window). The start button opens the
ballot.

Rules

● All competitors MUST have cameras on while speaking. Competitors should turn their

cameras off when not speaking to preserve bandwidth.

● Judges SHOULD have their cameras on throughout the round so that the speakers can

observe reactions and ensure that no tech glitch prevents  you from hearing them.

● Always mute your mic unless it is your turn to speak

● Observers are not permitted - Speakers and judges are not to record rounds or share

their screen with non-participants or broadcast rounds in any format.

● Participants are not allowed to move rounds to another platform. This causes legal

problems. Moving rounds to another platform will result in large-scale disqualification of

everyone involved and people from their  schools.

http://www.lifa.org/lifadocs.org/NSDACampus.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEHBHm5itGY&feature=youtu.be
https://campus.speechanddebate.org/


Mid-round tech issues

If a student loses their connection in the middle of a round, the team’s 10 minute tech timer (or
what is left of it) begins counting. This is not prep time! If the team is unable to reconnect
before tech time elapses, they will forfeit the round.

If a judge loses their connection in the middle of a round, the competitors should contact tab
right away.

Mid-speech tech issues

The above applies under mid-round tech issues, but the speech will resume from the point
where it was lost.

Camera best practices

● Keep your webcam at eye level

● Do not move your webcam when someone is speaking. Ideally, keep  your webcam at

the same location for the entire round.

Tech Troubleshooting Tips

Try these steps, starting with a browser restart, if you have trouble connecting. You don’t need
to try all the steps at the same time! Judges, if you are experiencing tech issues or have trouble
getting onto NSDA Campus, please contact tab so we don’t fine you!

1. Restart browser (not just the tab, close all browser tabs and  windows and re-open

Chrome)

2. Try on another device (i.e. phone….download the Jitsi App and Google Chrome)

3. Reduce video quality (in NSDA Campus, click the three dots in the bottom right, select

Manage Video Quality, and crank it down - and ask the rest of the room to do the same)

4. Turn camera off

5. Clear cookies

6. Incognito mode

7. Restart computer

Content Warnings

Speakers presenting sensitive content ought to offer a content warning before the round and
obtain affirmative consent from all parties. Please ensure you have received a response from all
parties; silence is not consent. Judges please allow speech competitors not comfortable with
that content warning to be excused from that performance. Competitors should rejoin
immediately after the performance


